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Abstract
A method is presented for the design of cellular automata rules by means of
ant algorithms. In particular, Elitist Ant System and a modified MAX-MIN Ant
System are applied to search for transition functions of 1D cellular automata
that are able to calculate squares of given input values. It will be shown that
the proposed MAX-MIN Ant System can perform significantly better than the
standard variant of Elitist Ant System. In particular, in the most advanced case
study, the ant algorithm showed an ability to design a complete set of elementary
cellular automata rules that fulfil the required square calculations. Some selected
results will be presented and their features discussed.
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1 Introduction

Biologically inspired algorithms represent popular techniques for modeling, optimisation and design with appli-
cations in various areas. Evolutionary algorithms (with their most popular variants like genetic algorithms [9],
genetic programming [11] or evolutionary strategies [18]), inspired by natural evolution, are applied primarily
on optimisation problems for which no analytical solution is known or their solution is intractable by means
of conventional techniques. Such algorithms utilise a stochastic search in a search space induced by a proper
(problem-specific) representation the goal of which is to fulfil some criteria specified by the designer. The solu-
tion of a problem is then treated as finding its suitable form with respect to the representation while optimising
an objective function based on the given criteria.

However, the evolution is not the only natural phenomenon that may be taken as an inspiration for creating
optimisation metaheuristics. Some other (nowadays popular) techniques are inspired by processes that can be
observed in socially living organisms. Typically, swarm intelligence [13] or various insect-based behaviour like
ant colonies [7] or bee colonies [12] have adopted such strategies in order to construct robust and powerful
optimisation algorithms. In this paper our attention will be focused on ant algorithms.

The idea of ant-inspired algorithms was originally mentioned by Colorni, Dorigo and Maniezzo in early 1990s
and proposed as a method for optimising the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [3]. Later, new variants of the
original algorithm arose and some other applications were involved, e.g. routing, scheduling, machine learning
and others [7]. These techniques are currently referred to as Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO).

The goal of this paper is to apply the ACO principles on the problem of designing transition rules of
cellular automata (CA). In particular, we will show that by introducing a proper form of the construction
graph for the ant algorithm, a transition function (that is composed of the transition rules) for the CA may
be derived by a stochastic traverse of ants through the graph as performed in the original ACO experiment.
It will be demonstrated that non-trivial multi-state cellular automata can be constructed that exhibit a given
computational task – the square calculation. Although the ACO in combination with CA has already been
studied before (see Section 2), an approach for generating transition rules on an elementary level and its
analysis has not yet been performed.

2 Related Work

In this section the related work regarding cellular automata and ACO algorithms is summarised. In particular,
some relevant references involving combination of ACO and CA will be mentioned.

2.1 Ant colony optimisation

Ant-inspired techniques have extensively been studied since the introduction of their simplest form — the Ant
System — in 1991, that was later revisited and extended in [6]. Probably the most known ACO variants are the
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Ant Colony System [5], Elitist Ant System [6] or MAX-MIN Ant System [20]. Although originally designed for
discrete (combinatorial) optimisation, the ACO approach was subsequently applied to continuous optimisation
(e.g. see [17]). ACO has recently been studied in various application domains. For example, Martens et
al. proposed an AntMiner+ — a technique based on MMAS — in the field of data mining and rule-based
classification [15]. In [8] the authors proposed a novel block cipher using reversible and irreversible 1D CA
with an ACO-based extension in order to establish a more secure communication channel. Another CA-based
approach supported by an ant algorithm was proposed in [23] in order to optimise rules for obstacle avoidance in
robot soccer. Thilak and Amuthan studied a CA-based improved ACO algorithm for mitigating DDoS attacks in
vehicular ad hoc networks [21]. As the last example we mention a study regarding the utilisation of geographical
cellular automata optimised by ACO for simulating the evolution of complex geographical phenomena [14]. As
evident from this survey, there are some resources regarding the study of CA using ACO mainly in specific
application areas. A more basic approach, however, which could reveal some elementary knowledge of designing
and optimising CA by means of ant algorithms rather represents a rare case. Therefore, this paper tries to
achieve this objective.

2.2 Cellular automata

The concept of cellular automata was introduced by von Neumann in [16] as a mathematical model for studying
the behaviour of complex dynamical systems. The regular structure with only local interactions of the cells and
massively parallel nature makes the CA potentially suitable computational platform for future technologies.
Cellular automata have been studied both theoretically and in real-world applications. For example, some
analysis of computational power of CA were published, in addition to von Neumann’s original work, by Codd [2],
Sipper [19], Ilachinski [10] or Dewdney [4]. These studies showed that CA can be considered as a computational
platform, similar to an ordinary computer, that may be “programmed” to perform a given task. The problem
adopted for this paper considers a specific operation – squaring of integer numbers – which is inspired by one
of its solutions proposed by Wolfram in [22]. This operation was recently investigated by Bidlo in [1] and it was
shown that a generic solution of squaring in 1D CA may successfully be solved by means of genetic algorithms.
The utilisation of evolutionary approach reflects the fact that designing transition functions for CA represents
a difficult task because it is not possible to use conventional programming techniques. In this paper, we adopt
ant algorithms for designing cellular automata rules, the details of the case study chosen for our experiments
will be described in Section 4.2.

3 The ACO Techniques

In the following paragraphs a technical description of relevant ant algorithms is provided which represents
a basis for creating our variant of ACO for designing the CA rules. The proposed method utilises the Elitist
Ant System (EAS) and MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS) which both are based on the basic Ant System (AS).
Therefore the AS will be described first.

3.1 Ant System

The Ant System in its original form was designed for optimising the solutions of TSP [6]. A set of cities N
is represented as nodes in a graph G = (N,E), where E is a set of edges (i, j), representing paths between
cities i, j ∈ N of a given length ηij = distance(i, j). The Ant System simulates traversing a population of m
artificial ants through the graph in order to search for the shortest path that visits each city (node) exactly
once. As an analogy to natural ants, an ant determines its “step” from city i to j on the basis of a pheromone
intensity associated with every (i, j) ∈ E which indicate a suitability of a particular path. At the beginning of
the algorithm, the pheromones acquire an initial value

τ0 = τij = m/Fnn, ∀(i, j) ∈ E, (1)

where Fnn is a suitable constant. A current “generation” of ants traverses through the graph, each ant k
(k = 1, . . . ,m) builds a path, measures its length and subsequently puts an amount of pheromone ∆τkij on each

edge of the traversed path T k ⊂ E with respect to its total length F k. Therefore, the pheromone update of
(i, j) by all ants may be expressed as

τij ←− τij +
m∑
k=1

∆τkij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E, (2)

where

∆τkij =

{
1/F k, (i, j) ∈ T k

0, (i, j) /∈ T k.
(3)
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Each ant k of the next generation, that builds its path, chooses a “step” from a node i to a next node j stochas-
tically on the basis of probabilities calculated from the pheromone values and a problem-specific information
ηij (e.g. in TSP for ∀(i, j) ∈ E : ηij = distance(i, j)):

pkij =


[τij ]

α[ηij ]
β∑

l∈Nk
i

[τil]α[ηil]β
, j ∈ N k

i

0, j /∈ N k
i ,

(4)

where α, respective β, allows influencing the preference of pheromones, respective the problem-specific infor-
mation, during building the path and N k

i is a set of cities not yet visited by ant k while being in city i (note
that visiting a city more than once violates the rule of TSP, hence the probability of going to a city j /∈ N k

i has
assigned probability 0). The probabilistic selection prefers shorter paths and by performing a sufficient number
of generations the total path length is optimised. At the beginning of each generation, the pheromones undergo
an “evaporation”, that also occurs in nature, using an evaporation factor p ∈ (0; 1):

τij ←− (1− p)τij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E. (5)

This process repeats until a generation limit is reached or a satisfactory solution found.

3.2 Elitist Ant System and MAX-MIN Ant System

In order to improve the AS performance, Elitist Ant System (EAS) was introduced [6]. In addition to AS, the
pheromone update is influenced by the best path T best found so far the value of which is denoted as ∆tbestij and
calculated according to (3). Moreover, a new parameter e is introduced which allows determining the amount
of pheromone contribution from the best path. The pheromones are updated as follows:

τij ←− τij +

m∑
k=1

∆τkij + e∆τ bestij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E. (6)

The MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS) [20] represents an advanced ACO algorithm the goal of which is
mainly to improve its ability to recover from getting stuck in local optima. The following modifications were
introduced:

1. Pheromones are updated on the basis of the best solution only (found in the current iteration or found so
far).

2. A pheromone range 〈τmin, τmax〉 was introduced.

3. In case that a stagnation is detected, MMAS may reinitialise the pheromone values to τmax.

After the evaporation phase, the MMAS updates the pheromones as follows:

τij ←− τij + ∆τ bestij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E, (7)

where ∆τ bestij may be calculated either from the best path found in the current generation as ∆τ bestij = 1/F bgener

or from the best path found so far using ∆τ bestij = 1/F bsofar. This choice is problem specific. For more details
the reader is referred to [7].

4 ACO for Cellular Automata Design

In this paper, experiments were conducted regarding the design of CA rules by means of ACO algorithms. In
particular, the EAS and a modified MMAS were applied to design transition rules of 1D CA with the calculation
of the square of integer numbers as a case study. This section describes the proposed construction graph for the
ACO, the details of the case study together with the way of evaluating candidate solutions and the experimental
setup used for obtaining the results.

4.1 The construction graph

In order to design transition functions for CA using ant algorithms, a suitable form of construction graph needs
to be developed. As we ought to design a complete transition function (i.e. for every possible combination of
states in cellular neighbourhood a new state needs to be determined), a fully interconnected graph is not an
option (e.g. we could not ensure generating all rules or a test of duplicite rules would be needed).
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For simplicity, consider a binary CA with 3-cell neighbourhood. The following concept, based on an oriented
construction graph, shown in Fig. 1, will be considered. There are two “rows” of nodes, the first row includes
all possible rules with the new state 0, the second row includes all possible rules with the new state 1 (see
the description inside the nodes). In particular, for the sample binary CA with 3-cell neighbourhood, the
construction graph would consist of 2 rows, each containing 23 = 8 nodes. In general, for a q-state CA, the
graph will be composed of q rows, each containing q3 nodes. An additional Start-node is created that represents
a starting point for ants.

Figure 1: A construction graph for designing transition functions of binary CA with 3-cell neighbourhood by
means of ant algorithms. The description of the nodes represents a combination state in the neighbourhood
and a new state.

An ant constructs a transition function by traversing through the graph from the Start-node to a right-
most node. In each step the ant decides which row to choose from a current node. The node in row r, that
the ant chose, represents a rule ci−1cici+1 → cnewi , where ci−1, ci, ci+1 denote a combination of states in the
neighbourhood of the ith cell and cnewi is a new state of the ith cell determined for this combination as specified
inside the nodes. For example, consider a path of an ant through the graph denoted by thick edges in Fig.
2a. From the Start-node the ant chose a node in the second row which represents rule 000→ 1, the next node
chosen by the ant is in the first row, producing rule 001→ 0. Subsequently, a rule 010→ 0 is specified by the
next node in the first row and finally (after the last step of the ant), rule 111 → 1 is used. The corresponding
transition function composed of these rules is given by a table in Fig. 2b.

000
0

000
1

001
0

001
1

010
0

010
1

111
0

111
1

Start

(a) A sample tranverse of ant through the graph from Fig. 1.

ci−1 ci ci+1 cnewi

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

... ...
1 1 1 1

(b) The corresponding rules of the result-
ing transition function.

Figure 2: Example of creating a transition function for CA by traversing an ant through the construction graph.

4.2 The case study: square calculations in 1D CA

In this paper, 1D uniform cellular automata are considered, the transition rules of which will be designed by
the aforementioned EAS and MMAS. The CA is treated as a linear arrangement of cells, each of which may
at a given moment acquire a state from a finite set of states. A new state of the ith cell depends on the states
of its neighbours (ci−1cici+1), i.e. it is a case of the 3-cell neighbourhood. A step of the CA is considered as
a synchronous update of state values of all its cells according to a given transition function. For the practical
implementation purposes, zero boundary conditions are considered (i.e. the non-existent neighbours of the
boundary cells are considered as cells in state 0). However, it is important to note that CAs with sufficient sizes
are used in this paper in order to avoid affecting its behaviour by the boundary cells.

The objective is to find (using ACO) suitable transition rules in order to calculate the square of integer
numbers encoded in the CA state as follows. A value x is represented in the initial state as a continuous
sequence of cells in state 1 the length of which corresponds to x; the other cells possess state 0. For example,
the state of a 12-cell CA, which encodes x = 3, can appear as 0000011100000. The result y = x2, that will
emerge from the initial state in a finite number of CA steps, is required to be a stable continuous sequence of
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cells in arbitrary non-zero states the length of which equals x2, the other cells are required in state 0. For the
aforementioned example, the result can appear as 002222222220 or even 023231323200 (there is a sequence of
non-zero cells of length 32 = 9 cells). This is a generalised interpretation based on the original idea presented
in [22], page 639.

4.3 Evaluation of solutions created by ants

The goal of the ant algorithms is to search for transition rules for the CA that will be able to calculate the
square for a given value x from an integer range 〈xmin;xmax〉. Since the computational effort needed to evaluate
a CA depends on the value of x, the number of cells w and the maximal number of steps tmax is set to w = 4x2

and tmax = 5x2 in order to reduce the evaluation time. This settings was determined experimentally in order
to provide a sufficient resources (cells) and time to calculate the square. For example, if x = 3, the CA consists
of w = 4 · 32 = 36 cells (with the initial state 000000000000111000000000000) and the maximal number of steps
tmax = 5 · 32 = 45. In order to evaluate candidate transition rules created by an ant, the CA is developed
from its initial state until one of the following events occur. This event will influence the fitness Fx of the CA,
calculated for a given input value x, which represents the evaluation of the rules with respect to calculating the
power x2.

1. If the state of a boundary cell is changed, Fx = 0 as we do not want the behaviour to be influenced by
the boundary cells.

2. If the number of steps exceeds tmax and the CA has not reached a stable state, then Fx = 0.

3. If no cell changed its state since the last step (i.e. a stable state was reached), the state is evaluated as
described in the following paragraph.

Let p denote a position of a cell, 0 < p < w − x2, determining a continuous sequence of cells at positions
p, p+ 1, . . . , p+x2− 1 in the CA. Let gp be the number of cells in non-zero states inside this sequence and bp be
the number of cells in non-zero states outside this sequence. The evaluation of the stable CA state is performed
as finding such a p for which the difference gp − bp is maximal. In other words, for the correct result of x2,
represented by the CA state, it is required this sequence to contain all cells in non-zero states, the remaining
cells are required to be in state 0. Mathematically expressed, for 0 ≤ i < w and 0 < p < w − x2:

ri =

{
0 if ci = 0

1 otherwise
(8)

gp =

p+x2−1∑
j=p

rj (9)

bp =

p−1∑
j=0

rj +
w−1∑

j=p+x2

rj (10)

f = max
0<p<w−x2

(gp − bp) (11)

Then the fitness value Fx of a solution produced by an ant is evaluated as follows (note the square root from
a normalized value, that we determined experimentally, which showed very helpful especially for improving the
convergence of EAS):

Fx =

{√
f
x2 for f ≥ 0

0, for f < 0
(12)

In order to calculate fitness for a range of values 〈xmin;xmax〉, we used a weighted average

F〈xmin;xmax〉 =

∑xmax

x=xmin
xFx∑xmax

x=xmin
x

(13)

This value is used to calculate the pheromone updates during computation of the ant algorithm using (3).
Analogically, the best fitness of the current generation F bgener and the best fitness found so far F bsofar are used
as described in Section 3.2.
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4.4 Experimental settings of the ant systems

Since the ACO techniques allow setting of a higher range of control parameters, it is intractable due to a signifi-
cant computational effort to perform an in-depth analysis in order to determine the optimal settings. Therefore,
the parameter values used in our experiments were chosen according to the literature and our initial experi-
mentation with the system. The settings for the EAS and MMAS are summarised in Table 1. Note that the
product of the number of ants and the number of generations is the same, therefore, we can compare adequately
the properties of both algorithms.

Table 1: Parameter settings for the EAS and MMAS utilised for experiments.

Parameter name Elitist AS MAX-MIN AS
The number of ants (ANT COUNT) 60000 750
Maximal number of generations 250 20000
The amount of initial pheromones ANT COUNT/100 τmax
Pheromone evaporation factor v 0.3 0.005
Elitist factor e ANT COUNT/200 -
Global best solution preference 1 (always) 0.85
PHEROMONE RANGE (to determine τmin from τmax) - 10000
STAGNATION CHECK (the num. of iterations) - 20
Pheromone RESET LIMIT (the num. of stagnations) - 6
The influence s for reseting pheromones towards τmax - 0.025

A significant feature of the proposed ant system is that the pheromones are associated with nodes of the
construction graph. This approach was chosen because no (measurable) dependency is known between various
transition rules that are generated by traversing the graph. Hence there is no problem-specific information (in
addition to the transition rules represented by the nodes) that could be directly associated with the graph. This
means that only the pheromone values, calculated on the basis of the fitness given by (13), are used to control
the ants traversing the graph. As a consequence, equation (4) for calculating the probability of selecting a next
node j from a current node i by ant k can be simplified to

pkj =
τj∑
l∈Nk

i
τl
, (14)

where i, l ∈ N k
i and N k

i is a set of nodes to which ant k can go from node i and τl is the pheromone value of
each node from this set.

In order to improve the performance, several modification were introduced into the MMAS as described
in the following paragraphs. These modifications are based on our initial experiments in which they showed
significant improvements in the convergence of the MMAS and reduction of a risk to get stuck in local optima.
The results from the modified MMAS will be compared to the approach using EAS (that was described in
Section 3.2).

At the beginning, a CA that preserves the initial state (i.e. with transition rules of the form ci−1 ci ci+1 → ci)
is considered and its fitness F is calculated as described in Section 4.3. Then the initial values of τmax and τmin
are determined as

τmax = F/v (for v see Table 1), (15)

τmin = τmax/PHEROMONE RANGE. (16)

The value of τmax is set as the initial pheromone value.
After each iteration of the MMAS, a τtmp is calculated according to (15) using the fitness of the best ant. If

τtmp > τmax, then τmax = τtmp and τmin is updated according to (16). After updating the pheromones, their
values are adapted according to τmin and τmax.

In case that a fitness stagnation is detected, a reinitialisation of pheromone values is performed in order to
support exploration activity of the ant system. The average fitness of the ant population is utilised for this
purpose. In particular, after each STAGNATION CHECK iterations, the average fitness is calculated and compared
to the previous value in order to detect stagnation. The stagnation is indicated if the average fitness or global
maximal fitness has not increased since the last stagnation check. If the stagnation is detected in a series of
RESET LIMIT checks, then the pheromone reinitialisation is performed as follows.

Instead of reseting the values directly to τmax (as usual in the original version of MMAS), a new parameter
s was introduced which allows us to influence a rate of reseting the pheromones towards τmax as follows:

τi ←− τi + s(τmax − τi). (17)
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5 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the proposed ant algorithms, experiments were conducted using various specifications of
the case study. The applied algorithms (in particular, the Elitist Ant System and modified MAX-MIN Ant
System) showed significant differences in their performance, therefore we present the results separately for each
specification and provide a relevant discussion. In all experiments, the CA working with 6 cell states were
considered.

5.1 Calculating the square for a single value

The simplest variant of the case study considered finding rules for a CA that will be able to calculate the square
for a given value x = 15. This experiment was conducted for its simplicity in order to perform basic comparison
of the EAS and MMAS.

As evident from Fig. 3a, both algorithms fully succeeded in searching for a working solution within the
given generation limit. However, a significant difference can be observed in the computational effort. While
the median of the number of generations needed to find a working solutions is 963 (compared to 34 in case
of the EAS), there was significantly less evaluations needed in the MMAS with respect to the population size.
In particular, the median of the number of evaluations for the MMAS is 963 · 750 = 722250, the EAS needed
34 · 60000 = 2.04 million evaluations. The statistical comparison of the computational time is shown in Fig.
3b. Finally, we conducted a comparison of the evolution of average fitness for both algorithms and the results
are summarised in 3c (note that the generations of the MMAS are re-scaled to the range observed in the EAS).
This comparison confirms the initial observation that the performance of the MMAS is significantly better than
the EAS since a working solution can, in average, be found in remarkably shorter time.

Ant algorithm
MMAS EAS

Success rate (%) 100 100
The num. of generations

(a median)
963 34

The num. of evaluations
(a median)

722250 2.04 million

Computational time
(a median in minutes)

34.8 101.5

(a) Mean numbers regarding the compu-
tational effort.
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(c) Average fitness development (note that
a single generation of the EAS corresponds
to 80 generations of the MMAS).

Figure 3: Comparison of the performance of the MMAS and EAS for solving a square calculation in a CA for
a given input value x = 15.

5.2 Calculating the square for x in a range 4. . . 9

Motivated by a previous study published in [1], where generic square calculating CA were discovered, our ad-
vanced experiment is focused on finding rules for a CA that will be able to calculate the square for a range of the
input values, in particular, for x = 4, . . . , 9. Since it is impossible to evaluate infinite number of possible values,
this approach utilises a training of the target CA on a reasonable range of the input values and subsequently
a verification of the resulting CA on larger values. Again, the objective is to evaluate abilities of the EAS and
MMAS in solving such a more complex problem.

In this case the Elitist Ant System was not able to find any working solution within the given generation
limit. The average computational time of a single run is approximately 8 hours which is primarily caused by
the most expensive part – performing the CA development for each input value. Therefore, the increase of the
generation limit did not represent a reasonable option. As evident from the fitness development (Fig. 4c), at
the beginning the EAS is able to optimise the solution but in a later phase of the algorithm, a disadvantage of
the EAS appeared – getting stuck in local optima. The proposed MMAS, however, succeeded in 19% of runs
and found several working solutions.

A statistical evaluation of both algorithms is shown in Fig. 4a (a comparison of the computational time) and
4b (a comparison of final fitness values). Although the time of computation seems to be better for the EAS, this
does not mean that the EAS performs better. It can be observed that these lower values were caused primarily
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by solution whose evaluation (the CA development) was terminated in advance due to achieving a stable state
that, however, did not represent a correct solution. On the other hand, note several short-time runs in case
of the MMAS which are those where working solutions were found. The comparison of the final fitness shows
a significant advantage of the MMAS that is able to better explore the search space and, in general, find solutions
with higher fitness.

Unfortunately, none of the solutions found by the MMAS was identified as general. More specifically, the
resulting CA is able to correctly calculate the square only for the values utilised in the training.
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(b) Statistical summary
of the final fitness ob-
tained after terminating
the algorithm.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the performance of the MMAS and EAS for solving a square calculation in a CA for
x in range 4. . . 9.

5.3 Applying MMAS on solving the square for x in a range 4. . . 12

For an advanced evaluation of the MMAS, the most complex experiment conducted in this paper considers
finding rules for a CA calculating the square of x in a range 4. . . 12. The enhancement of the range of training
input values is motivated by the aim to obtain a generic solution. In addition to the original encoding of the
values in CA (as described in Section 4.3, this will be denoted as problem P#1 herein), the following modified
problem setup was considered (denoted as problem P#2, inspired by a similar approach from [22], page 639).
The input value is stored in the initial state as a sequence of x cells in state 2, followed by a single cell in state
1. For example, x = 4 is encoded as 00022221000. The result will be interpreted as a stable state containing
a continuous sequence of x2 cells with state values ≥ 2, all the other cells possessing states ≤ 1.

These experiments provided two working solutions of problem P#1 a single working solution of problem
P#2. As shown in Fig. 5, the MMAS exhibits a similar behaviour in solving these problems. A very low success
rate could partially be expected due to a more complex problem requirements.

Although all working solutions are able to calculate the square of values in the given range, none of them
works for larger values. This situation can be explained by analysing the corresponding CA development which
is, for two selected solutions of P#1 and P#2, shown in Fig. 6. In both cases, the CA development, visualised
for different input values, exhibits rather chaotic behaviour instead of a systematic emergence of the results. For
example, in case of solving problem P#1, Fig. 6a and 6b shows a development of some “strips”, propagating
from left to right, that sometimes interact with each other (Fig. 6b). As regards the CA for problem P#2,
whose visualisation is shown in Fig. 6c and 6d, a propagating complex structure can be observed (Fig. 6d) that
seems to cause a stable state for x = 6 but is not able to work for higher input values that were not considered
for training. Our observations of both the problems, calculating the square of x which is beyond the training
range, indicate that this behaviour can not, in general, achieve a correct result value.

5.4 Discussion

In summary, none of the experiments provided a generic solution for the square calculation in CA. Nevertheless,
the results showed that the proposed MMAS is able to design, at an elementary level, complex cellular automata
that have probably not been published before. The failure of obtaining generic solutions may have several causes.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the MMAS applied to the problems P#1 and P#2 of square calculations in CA.

For example, the approach to constructing a complete table-based transition function may be too difficult to
be ever able to provide generic solutions. Note that the previous work in this area, published in [1], utilised
an advanced transition function representation based on conditional rules. However, the problem is that no
method is known for the design of the construction graph for ant algorithms that would be efficient for a given
CA representation. Therefore, its solution represent a highly experimental work. Another cause may lie in
tuning the ant algorithm itself which, on its own, represents a difficult optimisation problem. We believe,
however, that similar experiments may significantly contribute both to improve understanding of the CA design
and help to search for more efficient ant algorithms for this task.

6 Conclusions

A method was presented for the design of cellular automata rules by means of ant algorithms. In particular,
Elitist Ant System and a modified MAX-MIN Ant System was applied to search for transition functions of
1D cellular automtata that are able to calculate squares of given input values. The experiments showed that
the proposed MAX-MIN Ant System can perform significantly better than the standard variant of Elitist Ant
System. In the most advanced case study, the ant algorithm was able to discover cellular automata that calculate
the square of a given range of input values. Although no generic solution was achieved, the ant algorithm
showed an ability to design a complete set of elementary cellular automata rules that fulfil a required non-trivial
specification. We believe that such experiments may significantly contribute to improve the understanding of
cellular automata design and help to search for more efficient ant algorithms to solve this task. Therefore,
a further tuning of the ant systems, searching for other representations of transition functions and designing
appropriate construction graphs represent main ideas of our future research.
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